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Hockey Pucks  
& Hydrostatic 
Pressure
A hockey puck1 is 1 inch thick and 3 inches in diameter (Photo 1). 

You can easily slip one into the airspace between a brick veneer 

and building paper. Now a single puck in airspace like that causes 

no grief as penetrating rainwater drains down each side of the puck 

(Figure 1a). Two pucks are not an issue either (Figure 1b). But three, if 

they are configured as in Figure 1c, lead to a nightmare. Water can 

build up and be held in the space—presto—we have “perched” water. 

Huh? Yes, perched water. Look it up.2 This perched water exerts a force 

on the wall assembly. How much of a force? Read on. 

By Joseph W. Lstiburek, Ph.D., P.Eng., Fellow ASHRAE

Engineers are pretty funny people. 
Engineers say that 1 inch of water exerts 
a force of—wait for it—1 inch. Yup, 1 
inch of water weighs 1 inch of water. It’s 
a gift we engineers have. Let me help 
you all out a little bit here, go suck on a 
straw and draw 1 inch of water up into the 
straw. To a physicist it takes 250 Pascal to 

suck water up a straw 1 inch. So, 1 inch 
of water weighs 250 Pascal (more or less 
using “Joe Math”).

Another way of looking at this is that 1 
inch of water exerts a hydrostatic pressure 
of 250 Pascal at the bottom of the straw. 
Sometimes we call it “hydrostatic head” or 
just “head”3 (Figure 2). A Pascal is named 

1Back in the day when Canadians played hockey outside on frozen lakes and rivers we would shovel off a playing surface with snow banks forming our rink. It got 
expensive losing pucks in the snow banks. Enterprising as we are, of course, we realized that horses are excellent hockey puck manufacturers. In the fall, Canadian 
youngsters would follow a horse and wait for a puck-making event. When the “organic” and “recyclable” pucks froze they were ideal for the makeshift hockey 
rinks and not worth going after when they were lost in the snow banks. Of course, the goalies had their own problems to deal with when a horse puck came their 
way. Johnny Bower used to chuckle that “stinking up the joint” had an entirely different meaning to a goalie in those days.
2In this example it really is separated from an underlying main body of groundwater. 
3Notice that I didn’t go where you thought I might go with this…. It would have been too easy. 

Photo 1: Hockey puck.

Figure 1: Hockey Pucks. A single puck in 
an airspace like that causes no grief as 
penetrating rainwater drains down each 
side of the puck (Figure 1a). Two pucks are 
not an issue either (Figure 1b). But three, if 
they are configured as in Figure 1c, lead 
to a nightmare. Water can build up and 
be held in the space—presto—we have 
“perched” water. 
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Standard 189.1-2009, a jurisdictional compliance option of the International Green Construction Code™ (IgCC), covers the key 
topic areas of site sustainability, water-use efficiency, energy efficiency, indoor environmental quality, and the building’s effect on 
the atmosphere, materials and resources. 

It provides the basis for creating greener buildings, and everyone benefits: 

• Architects and engineers get clear guidance on designing high-performance green buildings. Standard 189.1-2009 simplifies 
compliance options by unifying and amplifying a host of standards and guidance for high-performance green buildings

• Developers and contractors get greater construction efficiencies and can offer higher value

• Investors and financial institutions get a minimal standard of commercial green-building quality across different markets

• Governments demonstrate leadership and accountability

The 189.1 User’s Manual
This manual is intended to be used in conjunction with Standard 189.1-2009. The user’s manual helps users of Standard 189.1-
2009 understand its principles and requirements and how to comply with them. Includes CD with sample calculations, application 
examples, forms to demonstrate compliance, and references to helpful resources and Web sites; the manual is intended to assist 
architects, engineers, contractors, and other building professionals. It is also suitable for use in educational programs.
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after a dead French guy named, amazingly enough, Pascal. Blaise 
Pascal was a physicist who came up with something called Pas-
cal’s Law, among a whole bunch of other things. Pascal was the 
real deal, a brilliant guy, who not only knew what the scientific 
method was but defended it.4 Pascal’s Law gives us the definition 
of hydrostatic pressure. Legend has it that he was trying to figure 
out how the water level in wells was affected by atmospheric 
pressure, and he ended up with his famous equation.5

DP = rg (Dh)
where
DP = hydrostatic pressure (Pa)
r = density (kg/m2)
g = acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)
Dh = height (m)

So where are we going with all this? It does not take much 
rain falling on a building to leak through a cladding and end up 
with some perched water. We need to put this perched water into 
perspective. To do this we need some wind blowing against a wall. 

When wind blows against a building dead on at the center of the 
wall, we have something called “stagnation pressure” (Figure 3). 
We now need to go to another dead guy, this one is either Dutch 
or Swiss, depending on who you are arguing with, named Daniel 
Bernoulli. Daniel is not to be confused with Jakob of probability 

fame or with Johann of calculus fame. Wow, what an amazing 
family; check out the family tree sometime, it includes Hermann 
Hesse of Steppenwolf fame, the book, not the rock group of “Born 
to Be Wild” fame. Those Nobel Prize winners in literature can 
often be confused with musicians late at night.

Anyway, using Bernoulli’s Principle, a 35 mph wind blowing 
against the middle of a wall exerts a pressure of around 150 Pa. 
That’s about 60 kilometers per hour to young Canadians and my 
European friends. In real terms that is 0.6 inches of water and, 
converting to Joe Math, around 0.5 inch of hydrostatic head. 
So a 35 mph wind blowing against a wall gives you about a 0.5 
inch water gauge (w.g.). 

P = ½ r v2

where
P = pressure (Pa)
r = density (kg/m2)
v = velocity (m/s)

So, let’s assume that it is raining and the wind is blowing at 
35 mph; engineers would call this “wind-driven rain.” It’s that 
gift again. Now to put this into perspective, rain and high wind 
events do not usually occur at the same time. It is a real miser-
able storm that gives you a bunch of rain and a 35 mph wind at 
the same time. This is what we call a “significant rain event.”6

Figure 2 (left): Hydrostatic Pressure. Thank you Blaise Pascal. Figure 3 (right): Stagnation Pressure. When wind blows against a 
building dead on at the center of the wall, we have something called “stagnation pressure.”

Hydrostatic 
Pressure

Hydrostatic 
Pressure

4Something those tree ring guys ought to read up on. You know the ones, the ones who gave us the hockey stick. Not the hockey stick Sid the Kid uses: the other 
“Hockey Stick.” Thank God for retired Canadian mining engineers who have a love of statistics. 
5This is a great thread if you follow it. With Pascal you get Torricelli and the barometer and Torricelli’s famous quote “we live submerged at the bottom of an 
ocean of air.” You also get Galileo; Torricelli and Galileo were friends. And, you also get Edward Buckingham. Buckingham took a run at the water in well thing 
300 years after Pascal. Buckingham was an amazing guy, a physicist with the U.S. Department of Agriculture who studied gas and water in soils. He figured out 
unsaturated flows and capillary action in porous media like soils. He is the reason that we civil engineers know so much about moisture transport in porous materi-
als—and therefore why building science, whose core focus is often moisture transport in porous materials, is a discipline in the Department of Civil Engineering in 
Canadian universities. Buckingham is also famous for the Buckingham p Theorem in dimensional analysis. He is also known to those of us who are also aerospace 
engineers; he famously argued that jet propulsion would never be economically competitive with prop driven aircraft. He was a Harvard grad after all, and you 
expect this type of analysis from Harvard grads. And what is it with the USDA and physicists? How come the really great ones end up at the USDA? Like our own 
Anton TenWolde? You make us ASHRAE types proud Anton.
6Yes, I have heard about hurricanes and nor’easters. But they are not common and buildings are expected to leak during these events. Buildings are not expected 
to blow away, and people in them are not expected to die during these events. But they are going to get wet. Get over the wet thing. Things can dry. Especially 
if you design and build them to dry. Sheesh.
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So, why am I obsessing about this 35 mph thing (since it has 
turned up in all of my examples so far)? Check out Graph 1, 
which is a plot of wind speed in mph vs. stagnation pressure 
in Pa. Don’t you just love these mixed units? Patience, folks, 
patience. 

In most of North America, the three-second gust basic wind 
speed for structural design is 90 mph. This is 1,000 Pa. Guess 
what 15% of 1,000 Pa is? Yup, 150 Pa. Design wind loads for 
rainwater hold out for windows and glazing systems are typi-
cally set at 15% of the three-second gust basic wind speed. Why 
15%? Why not 10%? Why not 20%? There is no technically 
justifiable reason for the number. It came out of a body orifice. 
Back in the day, there were huge arguments about this value. 
There still are. 

Although there was not a technically justifiable reason, there 
was a practically justified reason. The window industry back 
then figured out that most of the windows they were building 
could pass the 15% wind load, and went along with it. So the 
15% was based on what was being made at the time. Having 
said that, it was also pretty reasonable. Why? A couple of 
reasons. For one, most of the windows were kinda working. 
Now go back to Graph 1. Notice the bend at—wait for it—
around 35 mph? It gets really ugly when you get over 40 mph. 
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Graph 1: Wind speed (mph) vs. stagnation pressure (Pa).

And finally, as mentioned earlier, the real world doesn’t give 
you many wind and rain events simultaneously over 35 mph.

Let’s say you want to create a test for rainwater resistance 
for assemblies, say windows. A place to start is defining wind-
driven rain. For the wind part, we picked 150 Pa—or 35 mph 
for low-rise buildings. Experience, the “bend,” and judgment 
were involved. This appears to be the basis for testing residential 

 Pascals mph

50 Pa = 20 mph

100 Pa = 30 mph

150 Pa = 35 mph

250 Pa = 45 mph

500 Pa = 65 mph

1,000 Pa = 90 mph
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windows at a pressure difference of 150 Pa. Also as mentioned 
earlier, this part seems pretty reasonable for me. 

Unfortunately, the unreasonable part is that most tests run for 
only 15 minutes, whereas most real wind-driven rain events in 
most places where people live run between one and two hours. 
It gets weirder, if you want to create a test, you also have to 
pick how much water to put on the window, and where on the 
window to put it. Most standards pick around 5 gallons per hour 
per square foot (3.4 L/m2·min) applied uniformly. Do you have 
any idea how much rainwater this represents? This is around 
8 in. of rain per hour. Are you kidding me? The only guy that 
could have come up with this number is a 950-year-old guy 
walking animals two by two into a big boat. At this point you 
think it couldn’t get weirder than this, but yes it does. Wait for 
it—even the size and type of droplets are specified, we now 
have “calibrated rain.” 

Here comes an “aha” moment. Test folks are more inter-
ested in repeatability than reality. The more variables that get 
specified for test purposes the farther removed from the real 
world the test becomes. I have never seen calibrated rain fall 
on a real building. Anyway, forget about all of this, except 
the 35 mph part.

Now for the perspective part, you can fool the wall into 
thinking it is experiencing a wind driven rain event in the 
absence of wind if you have perched water. A little bit of 
water passing through a cladding that does not drain easily 
can build up a “head” greater than 0.5 inch, the same force 
as a 35 mph wind. Controlling hydrostatic pressure in a wall 
assembly is a huge deal in rainwater control. Let me repeat 
this—controlling hydrostatic pressure in a wall assembly is a 
huge deal in rainwater control. Geotechnical engineers figured 
the same thing out with below grade walls and groundwater 
control a couple hundred years earlier. Bastards, they didn’t 
tell the rest of us.

So what does this mean in practical terms? Think about 
this as a reality check. We install building paper and build-
ing wraps over sheathings by “stapling” them. We then attach 
siding by—wait for it—nailing it. Most walls have thousands 
of holes in them. How come they don’t leak? No hydrostatic 
pressure, no problem. “All leaks are caused by holes; but not 
all holes cause leaks.”7 Just because you have a hole, does 
not mean you have a problem. What are the odds that you are 
going to have holes? Pretty high. But if you drain the water 
away, no problem.

7A classic “Straubism,” named after John Straube, University of Waterloo, a professor at an engineering school not quite as good as the one at the University 
of Toronto.
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Installing vinyl siding over building 
paper even though there are thousands 
of holes in the building paper is not a 
problem because vinyl siding does not 
hold the water against the wall. With 
wood and fibercement siding and trim, 
you need to install the wood siding and 
trim over a small gap to control hydro-
static pressure. This gap can be as small 
as 0.25 in. and the spacer can be a strip of 
thin foam (Photo 2). With cedar shingles 
you can use a drainage mat (Photo 3). 
You can also use a drainage mat with 
stucco as well—except you need to 
install building paper over the drainage 
mat so that it does not fill with the mortar 
from the stucco scratch coat. With brick 
veneers you need to keep the air gap 
open: no mortar droppings (good luck 
with that) or install a drainage mat as 
you would do with stucco. Or a draining 
“house wrap.” Mortar droppings don’t 
matter if you have drainage behind them 
or around them. 

Where things often get messy is around 
windows and doors, specifically trim 
around window and door openings. In 
hot-humid climates such as Florida it is 
pretty common to use a mass wall with 
direct applied painted stucco as the rain-
water control strategy. Rainwater runs 
off the surface of painted stucco pretty 
readily. A smooth surface with nothing 
to catch the water does not lead to an 
increase in hydrostatic pressure. Now 
add a precast element around window 

applied stucco, leakage was common 
(Photo 6). The “blobs” were too big, 
and there were too many of them, and 
they were too close together and led to 
perched water. I bet any hockey play-
ing or hockey loving builder who knew 
about Pascal and Bernoulli could have 
figured out why.

Joseph W. Lstiburek, Ph.D., P.Eng., is 
a principal of Building Science Corpo-
ration in Somerville, Mass. Visit www.
buildingscience.com.

Photo 6: Perched Water. The “blobs” are 
too big, and there are too many of them, 
and they are too close together and lead 
to perched water. 

Photo 2: Gap Behind Siding and Trim. With wood and fibercement siding and trim, you need to install the siding and trim over a 
small gap to control hydrostatic pressure. This gap can be as small as 0.25 in. and the spacer can be a strip of thin foam. 
Photo 3: Drainage Mat. With cedar shingles you can use a drainage mat. You can use a drainage mat with stucco as well, ex-
cept you need to install building paper over the drainage mat so that it does not fill with the mortar from the stucco scratch coat. 
Photo 4: Precast Trim. It is absolutely critical to drain the back surfaces of these trim elements to prevent perched water and 
resulting hydrostatic pressure. There are countless sad stories of trim catching water at window-to-wall interfaces leading to wind-
driven rain driving forces in the absence of wind.

Photo 5: Precast Elements. “Mud-set” 
precast elements installed over the top 
of direct applied stucco.

openings for aesthetic reasons (Photo 
4). If you do not address perched water, 
you are doomed. It is absolutely critical 
to drain the back surfaces of these trim 
elements to prevent perched water and 
resulting hydrostatic pressure. There are 
countless sad stories of trim catching wa-
ter at window-to-wall interfaces leading 
to wind-driven rain driving forces in the 
absence of wind.

Let’s kick it up a notch and install 
precast units over the entire surface of 
a stucco wall (Photo 5). Nice house, eh? 
Lots of houses are like this in Florida 
(interesting observation from a builder 
no longer doing business). Similar 
houses in a similar location with direct-
applied painted stucco over mass walls 
did not leak, but where the houses were 
“upgraded” by installing “mud-set” pre-
cast elements over the top of the direct 


